
INSYDIUM LTD are proud to announce the imminent release of its
flagship product, X-Particles 2.5.

Following on from the success of Version 2, X-Particles 2.5 takes particle
effects within CINEMA 4D to a new level  with this outstanding  FREE
update for all registered Version 2 users. This major update includes a
multitude of new features and user tools for all your particle needs.

X-Particles 2.5 will be free to all registered Version 2 users.

Let's take a look at some of the many new features in 2.5:

 Many enhancements to the emitter object.

 Greatly improved, faster and easier fluids.

 Blazingly fast high quality rendering and Multi-Pass.

 Wet Maps.

 Polygon Fragmenter.

 Additional skinner surfaces.

 Particle painting, creation, deletion and properties such as color, 
speed, rotation and life.

 Extra modifiers and enhancements such as Move over Surface and 
Falloff over Life.

 Completely new, flexible and powerful caching system.
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Emitter

The emitter object includes a host of new features:

 Motion inheritance.

 Initial emission state.

 Defined emission.

 Many new options for emission from objects.

 Additional support for mograph effectors.

 Particle rotations.

vimeo.com/78819312

http://vimeo.com/78819312


Fluids

Fluids in X-Particles 2.5 have had a massive overhaul:

 Faster and easier to control with additional options to enhance 
the results of your fluid simulations.

 Enhancements to viscosity and vorticity.

 Boundary density correction and surface repulsion and attraction.

 Diffuse particles such as spray and foam.

 Wet maps created from particle to surface interactions.

vimeo.com/78830576

http://www.vimeo.com/78830576


Rendering

 Major rendering enhancements bringing substantially faster and 
higher quality particle rendering.

 X-Particle material additions such as Fill Particles and additional 
illumination models.

 Light tag for finer control of lighting and shadows.

 Multi-Pass layers including depth, vector motion blur, object buffers
and position/normal passes.

vimeo.com/79099688



Fragmenter

The exciting new Fragmenter object in X-Particles 2.5 enables you to
turn the faces of any polygon object into your own controllable particles.

You  can  use  it  to  drive  a  single  object  or  a  hierarchy of  objects  as
particles, giving you the freedom to take your animations to  another
level.

vimeo.com/78849050

http://www.vimeo.com/78849050


Particle Paint

Open the door to your imagination with our powerful new painting tools.
Particle paint lets you paint particles directly into your scene onto any
object's surface, right within the CINEMA 4D viewport. 

The possibilities in this tool truly let you unlock your creativity.

vimeo.com/78853906

http://www.vimeo.com/78853906


Wet Maps

New in X-Particles 2.5 is  the superb new Wet Map Tag. This tag and
accompanying shader enables you to generate custom wet maps based
on particle to surface interactions.

Wet maps can also generate vertex maps enabling you to view them
directly in the viewport. This also enables you to use them for particle
interactions with other objects such as emitting from wet maps.

vimeo.com/78928888

http://www.vimeo.com/78928888


X-Particles 2.5 includes many more additions such as:

Modifiers

 Trigger Action and Move Over Surface modifiers.

 Falloff over Life enhancement in most modifiers.

 Greatly improved Follow Spline modifier.

 Color blend mode in the Cover/Target modifier.

 Curl turbulence source and boundaries.

 Many more questions and actions.

vimeo.com/78933301

Caching

 Completely revised caching system to bring all cacheable objects
under one caching system.

 Include/exclude objects as needed from caching. 

 Multiple caches per object.

 Cache playback control through start/stop times, retiming and 
enable your particles to continue after the cached frames.

 RealFlow 2013 particle BIN file format support.

Generator

 Animate option with offset and retiming to enable animations 
per particle.

 Faster viewport navigation when not playing the timeline.

http://www.vimeo.com/78933301


Trails

 Improvements to connections so they are more consistent and 
easier to control.

 Faster generation, up to twice as fast.

Plus many more fantastic new enhancements and features.

X-Particles 2.5 will be available from the 25th November 2013.

For pricing and more information please visit our website at:

www.x-particle.com
Contact : www.x-particle.com/html/contact.htm

http://www.x-particle.com/html/contact.htm
http://www.x-particle.com/

